Station Three - Bread or Emptiness?

Shed for Lent

Things to
bear in
mind

Story:
• temptation to turn stones into bread
Focus:
• Jesus chooses between being with God in the
emptiness, or filling himself up - our choice too
Scene:
• desert sand with rocks, rock-shaped bread,
pebbles, jelly beans
Activity:
• making repetitive rubbing of stone texture

Timings:
moving into place 2 min
story
3 min
making rubbing
5 min

Text for Story
Jesus went on a journey into the desert. He wanted to think about how he
should live his life. He knew he had something important to do, but how
should he do it? How should he live? What would be the best way? He

• settle the children sitting
one by each stone
rubbing texture
• think through how you
will respond gently if they
play with the sand/
display (!)
• the rubbing activity is
best introduced by
example, rather than
words

knew he was going to be a leader, but how could he make sure that
people would listen to him and follow him? He stayed in the desert for
forty days and forty nights and he didn’t eat anything and he didn’t do
anything, except think and pray. After forty days, he was very hungry, and
when he stared at them, even the stones started to look like loaves of
bread ..
A thought came to him out of the blue: ‘If you are the Son of God, prove it
- tell these stones to become bread.’
He began to think about this.. and perhaps he thought ..
Well, wouldn’t it be a good idea to eat something? I would feel better .. if I
was full up.

Wouldn’t it be a good idea to find out how
powerful I really am - to see if I really can do this,

make my own choice? I would feel better .. if it
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was all up to me.
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Wouldn’t it be a good idea to take charge and
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better .. if I knew.
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and change stones into bread? I would feel

hear at all? Would I be able to hear what God is
saying to me?
Jesus sensed that there was a question here, and
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full of bread and full of myself, would I be able to
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But then he thought .. would I hear better? If I was
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that he had to choose - between being full, and
bigger than food because he would eat when he
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being empty. This was about something much

empty life, about rushing in and deciding things for
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went home - this was about having a full or an

Jesus made up his mind, and perhaps he
whispered to the desert, or perhaps he shouted:
‘Human beings do not live on bread alone, but on
every word that comes from the mouth of God!’

Introduction to Activity
Materials you need:
scene with sand, stones,
bread etc.
11 stone texture pieces (1 for
you, 10 for the children)
arranged so they can each sit
by one
paper and wax crayons for
making rubbing
Preparation:
Learn story and make it your
own
set up scene and think
through practicalities of
sitting by piece of stone and
handing out paper and
crayons in a way that doesn’t
break the mood

Don’t be in a hurry to start the rubbing. Carefully distribute paper
and wax crayons. Then start your own rubbing. If the children are
slow to join in, make an inviting gesture. Try not to speak. This
activity is designed to encourage stillness/emptiness, without
requiring the children to be completely still. If the children start to
talk, make a deliberate ‘finger to the lip’ gesture, without making it
look as if you’re telling them off. The important part of this activity
is the process, not the outcome, so concentrate on rhythm rather
than artistic results.

Notes
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himself, or waiting and listening to God.

